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TCG changes 

n  DAL WG: 
n  Chair: Pat Dowler (extension) 
n  Vice-chair: François Bonnarel (new) 

n  TD IG: 
n  Chair: John Swinbank (new) 
n  Vice-chair: Mike Fitzpatrick (new) 

n  GWS WG: 
n  Chair: André Schaaff (swap) 
n  Vice-chair: Andreas Wicenec (swap) 

http://www.ivoa.net/cgi-bin/twiki/bin/view/IVOA/IvoaTCG 
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PR’s in the Rec Process 

n  PhotDM 1.0 
n  Restart RFC review soon 

n  SimpleDALRegExt 1.0 
n  Awaiting responses to finalize TCG review 

n  VOUnits 1.0 
n  TCG review began on 30/Apr/2013 

n  DALI (Data Access Layer Interface) 1.0 
n  Waiting for RFC responses before starting TCG review 

n  VOTable1.3 
n  TCG review began on 30/Apr/2013 
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UTYPES, Utypes, utypes 

n  A very controversial topic 
n  Backward compatibility 
n  Impact on other important WG activities 
n  Cost to data providers 
n  Cost to tool developers 
n  Perceived complexity 

n  Prototyping work required by next InterOp 
n  DM, DAL and Apps 
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CUBES3 

n  A high science priority 
n  Ambitious schedule 
n  2 different approaches: 

n  ObsCore and SIAv2 
n  Not exclusive: a shared set of capabilities required 
n  Both new and modified standards required 

n  Prototyping work required by the next InterOp 
n  DM and DAL 
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Priorities? 

n  Complete process for PRs in progress 
n  Other WDs being readied for PR 
n  Parallel development of capabilities for multi-

dimensional data in DAL and DM 
n  Prototyping 

n  Cube access version 1 
n  VO-DML and utypes 

n  4 months until next InterOp 
n  Ambitious goals 
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IVOA Standards per year 

VOSpace 2.0 
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Update of IVOA Architecture 
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Exec Discussions 

n  ObsCore 
n  Need to promote a wider take-up of ObsCore 
n  Important to provide clients for ObsTAP 
n  Encourage application developers to consider this 
n  A future focus session for data providers? 

n  IVOA software repository 
n  Recognized as an important tool for take-up 
n  Further discussions are planned 
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Publishing Data in the VO 

n  All InterOp participants 
are invited to provide 
input 

n  A “Contact Us” button 
is to be added 

http://wiki.ivoa.net/twiki/bin/view/IVOA/PublishingInTheVONew 
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IVOA Roadmap 

n  Request Roadmap 
page updates with 
InterOp results by 
the end of May 

n  A link will be added 
to the main page to 
increase visibility 

http://wiki.ivoa.net/twiki/bin/view/IVOA/2013Roadmap 
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Thank you all for your hard work this week 


